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This quarter the pandemic abated to a significant degree, leading Iowa’s governor to announce
a relaxation of state restrictions. The emergence of new contagious strains remains a concern
as life returns to some semblance of normalcy. Meanwhile, efforts to increase the rate of
statewide vaccinations have swung into gear with more work to do.

Our daily twice-aired program GLOBAL FAMILY CHAT covers a wide range of topics including
valuable health protocols, positive news from around the world, timely developments at
Maharishi International University in terms of student academics, faculty accomplishments, new
branch facilities, scientific insights, and much more.

EarthDate, a production of the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of Texas at Austin,
is broadcast thrice daily 2-minute segments. The pithy segments allow listeners to discover the
natural wonders of earth from the perspective of geoscience and the physical universe, a good
fit with the educational purpose of our broadcast mission.

We also air thrice weekly, an interview program called TM Talks, hosted by Mario Orsati, which
offers essential knowledge and information to complement and enhance personal growth and
confront life challenges. Enlightening discussions with scientists, artists, educators, artisans and
thought leaders span the fields of education, health, business, the military, and at-risk
populations.

KHOE presents a number of local hosts from a community long recognized for its creativity and
artistry. A varied mix of positive and uplifting global music elevates the hearts and minds of
listeners, feedback we regularly hear. We broadcast the healing sounds of classical, spiritual
and religious music on a daily and weekly basis, as well as wide-ranging world and ethnic music
geared to serving area minorities and campus students from abroad.

****

ISSUE 1: Rising to Challenges and Inspiring Personal Growth

TM Talks features interviews with scientists, artists and thought leaders from around the world
and across many disciplines on a variety of subjects. It is produced by enjoyTMnews.org. Global
Family Chat offers positive news from across the globe and deep dives into a broad range of
health and wellness issues presented by leading educators, scientists, scholars, and
best-selling authors, many from our own campus at MIU in Fairfield, Iowa, home of
consciousness-based education. Dealing with stress, unlocking mental potential, employing
scientific approaches to problem solving, understanding the mechanics of nature, breakthroughs
in educating youth, talking with changemakers from across the globe and more.



GLOBAL FAMILY CHAT [1 hour]
Daily 2pm & 8pm | 90 days total (180 hours total)

TM TALKS [1 hour]
Mon 4pm ; Wed 10am; Fri 1pm (39 hours)

ISSUE 2: Global Music for a Diverse Campus Community

KHOE has chosen “World Radio” as its moniker. Our world family includes students from
Africa, Asia, South America, the Middle East, Europe and Australia. Playing global and
ethnic music is part of our milieu and a way of welcoming those who travel far to be with us.
It also addresses a very special cultural niche. Our community members have eclectic
tastes--some born and raised here, others drawn to live here from all corners of the globe.

LATIN, AFRICAN, ASIAN & GLOBAL MUSIC [1 hour] 4 hours daily
[8am; 11am; 6pm; 9pm; times somewhat fluid] (360 hours total)

ISSUE 3: Understanding Natural Law & the Physical Universe

Green business approaches including solar power, natural law, energy efficiency and
environmental consciousness is a big part of our community and university. EarthDate, from
the Bureau of Economic Geology, delivers daily 2-minute info pieces with matter of fact,
down to earth scientific insight.

EARTHDATE 2 min; 3 times daily, a new spot each day
[Daily 11:58am; 3:58pm and 7:58pm] (540 min; 9 hours total)

ISSUE 4: Spiritual, Classical & Ancient Music for Healing

The ancient sounds of Gandharva Veda Music (offered locally with a subscription sideband
service) and related music have been used from earliest times to enrich the quality of life.
Religious, spiritual and classical music are revered for possessing mental health benefits.
Music that transmits peace and tranquility has a calming and soothing effect on the mind
and body not only for those who tune in, but some believe even on the atmosphere itself.

GANDHARVA MUSIC & CHANTS, the music of nature



Midnight-5am daily (450 hours total)

CLASSICAL MUSIC, the masters and beyond
with a focus on RELIGIOUS MUSIC from various faiths on Sundays
Daily 5am-8am (270 hours total)

ISSUE 5: Giving Voice to Local Hosts and Artists

A number of community hosts share their passions, the most empowering thing an
educational community radio station can do, that is, giving voice to the community.

WRITERS VOICES w/ Monica & Caroline [1 hour]
Mon 1pm; Wed 4pm; Fri 10am (39 hours total)

Serial entrepreneur Monica Hadley co-hosts a lively interview program with her
mother, longtime educator Caroline Kilbourn, exploring all aspects of writing,
creative, technical and business, with authors of varying styles.

LET YOUR HEART SING w/ Sheila Moschen [30 min]
Wed 1pm & 7pm plus various specials (20 hours total)

A singer herself, Sheila Moschen’s passion for music is contagious. Highlighting
community members with a positive approach to life, Sheila shares her favorite
music and performers with topical programming that matches the season and the
holiday.

UNCLE BUNKIN’S COUNTRY & WESTERN SHOW [1 hour]
11am & 4pm Sundays (26 hours total)

Uncle Bunkin’s dry humor and pure love of country’s greatest yodelers, pickers and
grinners entertains and educates. The history of both country and western music
with a character right out of the old west itself.

PLUS a potpourri of area musicians sharing their talents with the whole community.
Local artists include Rick Stanley, Paul Fauerso, Jane Roman Pitt, Cielle Kollander,
Luke Davids, Elizabeth Moen, Robert Reeder, Nicholas Naoti, Sharon Bousquet,
Dagmar, Society of Broken Souls, Amine Kuider, SoulMath, Apocalypso Tantric
Noise Choir, Jonne Cohen, Sage, Jeffrey Hedquist, and many others.

Various (30-40 hours total)


